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THIS WELL-DRESSED CINEMA room, converted 
from a basement space by UK installer The Pyramid 
Group, had to meet the demands of its film fanatic 
owners, husband and wife Bruce and Hilary. They 
wanted super-sized visuals and immersive audio, 
but had specific hardware requirements in mind.  
For instance, the JVC projector was selected (after 
demonstrations) as it was felt to have superior, 
artefact-free frame interpolation – a concern of 
Bruce as he counts himself susceptible to 24fps 
judder. Speaker specification was equally important 
– while a hidden finish was desired, previous 
experience of in-wall speakers/subwoofers hadn't 
impressed. More demos followed, with an eventual 
combination of KEF THX-certified Ci series models, 
and SVS subwoofers, forming a 7.2.2 array calibrated 
to reach 105dB at the listening position. 

Starry, starry night
Power and processing comes from Marantz AV 
separates (with an additional Bose DSP engine  
in the signal chain to tweak the LCR crossovers), 
and a BT YouView PVR and Sony 4K spinner are 
among the sources. A Control4 system provides  
the de rigueur smart operation of hardware and 
lighting – the latter including floor-level illumination,  
an LED run around the ceiling soffit, and an  
eye-catching star-field.

Naturally, the room's 135in projector screen has 
been getting a lot of use, but Bruce has also found 
the cinema an ideal space to feed his music passion: 
'I had originally thought that I would not want to 
listen to music in a windowless room, and so was 
not concerned with that aspect,' he says. 'But we 
ended up bi-amping the front in-wall speakers to 
improve their performance further, and I have to 
admit I am frequently to be found sitting in the dark 
listening to CDs! The system actually exceeds my 
expectations, and to my ear is really, really good!' n
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A passion 
for pictures
Efficient frame interpolation and well-integrated LFE were 
on the detailed wish-list for this basement home cinema. 
Mark Craven marvels at the finished project

A. Wall-to-wall video
A 1.78:1 aspect ratio was deemed the best fit for  
the owners' varied TV and movie viewing habits.  
The 135in PJ screen takes up most of the front  
wall, used in conjunction with the 4K HDR-
compatible JVC D-ILA X790R

B. Take a tablet
Rather than juggle multiple remotes, an iPad  
(with Control4 interface) is on hand 

KIT CHECKLIST
JVC: D-ILA X790R projector  
KEF: 3 x Ci5160RL-THX in-wall speakers;  
4 x Ci3160RL-THX in-wall speakers; 2 x Ci200RR-
THX in-ceiling speakers  
SVS: 2 x SB13-Ultra subwoofers (concealed in-wall)
MARANTZ: AV8802 AV processor; MM8077 and 
MM7055 power amplifiers
BOSE: ControlSpace ESP-88 DSP unit
SONY: UBP-X1000ES 4K Blu-ray player
BT: YouView PVR
CONTROL4: System automation  
FRONT ROW: 7 x cinema recliners

Passive in-wall subs were ignored in favour  of two active, sealed SVS SB13-Ultra models.  Both were eventually concealed in the front wall

A raised floor was constructed for the second row of 

cinema seating. Behind, on the rear wall, space has 

been allocated for installing the JVC projector
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INSTALL

C. Finishing touch
While the choice of black for walls and furnishings 
helps ensure a cinematic experience, this star 
ceiling adds a level of luxury lighting

D. The perfect spot
Seven Front Row recliners – already bought by the 
owners – are split over two rows. We'd race to grab 
the middle one at the front, though...

E. Tonal balance
KEF's Uni-Q coaxial driver is a feature across all the 
cinema's speakers. Ci3160RL-THX models are used 
for the four surround channels

F. UHD on tap
Both the Sony disc player and BT YouView PVR 
provide 4K content

G. Doubling up on power
The Marantz seven-channel MM8077 and five-
channel MM7055 power amplifiers deliver grunt  
to the room's nine passive speakers – plus allow  
for the LCR models to be bi-amped

INSTALL
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